In this paper we compare the minimization problem underČech and other homological boundary conditions, we also compare that with the problem of minimizing the size of integral currents with given boundary. Finally we will get the agreement of the infimum for those Plateau's problem.
Problem with homological boundary conditions. We have an abundant existence results to the Plateau Problem withČech homology, but very little with other homology theory. Reifenberg [25] get the first one with conditions that B is pd´1q-dimensional compact set, G is a compact abelian group. Under a more general setting, Almgren [2] claimed (with a vague proof of) the existence with Vietoris homology and any abelian group G to minimizing the integral of an elliptic integrand. And recently, paper [11] presented a proof in full detail which inherit Almgren's ideas. De Pauw [23] proved the case that B is a smooth Jordan curve in R 3 with G " Z in a totally different way. Paper [9] proved a general existence result with a wild class of integrands which also implies the existence to the Plateau Problem withČech homology conditions, and the proof is based on lots work of Feuvrier [14] .
In this paper, we will show that the infimum value for the Plateau Problem with the homological boundary conditions coincide if the homology theory satisfy the seven axiom of Eilenberg and Steenrod, and that value also coincide with the infimum value in the corresponding size minimizing problem when G " Z. Let us introduce some notation. A real valued function on a metric space is called of class Baire 1, if it is a limit of a sequence of continuous functions. For any set E Ď R n , the d-dimensional Hausdorff measure H d pEq is defined by
We denote by Gpm, dq grassman manifold consists of d-dimensional subspace in R n . An integrand is a H d -measurable function F : R nˆG pn, dq Ñ p0, 8q, and we call it bounded if it holds that 0 ă inf F ď sup F ă`8.
For any H d -measurable set E Ď R n with H d pEq ă`8, we can write E " E irr \ E rec , where E rec and E irr are rectifiable and purely unrectifiable respectively, and both of them are H d -measurable. For any set function λ : 2 R n Ñ R, λ is called positive if λpEq ě 0 for any E Ď R n , λ is called bounded if 0 ă a ď λpEq ď b ă 8 for some 0 ă a ď b ă 8 and any E Ď R n . Given any integrand F and set function λ, we define Φ F,λ pEq by Φ F,λ pEq " ż xPErec F px, TanpE, xqqdH d pxq`λpE irr qH d pE irr q.
We denote by C H pB, G, Lq the collection of all compact subsets in R n which spans L in homology H˚, for theČech homology, we will simply denote it byČ pB, G, Lq. A set X Ď R n is called Lipschitz neighborhood retract if there is an open set U Ě X and a Lipschitz mapping ϕ : U Ñ X such that ϕ| X " id X . Then we have the following theorem: Theorem 1.1. Let B 0 Ď R n be a compact local Lipschitz neighborhood retract set. Let G be any abelian group, and let H˚be any homology theory which satisfies the homotopy axiom and is isomorphic toȞ˚in the category of finite polyhedra. Let F be any bounded integrand of class Baire 1, and λ be any bounded positive set function. Suppose that L is a subgroup of H d´1 pB 0 ; Gq. Then we have that inftΦ F,λ pEzB 0 q : E P C H pB 0 , L, Gqu " inftΦ F,λ pEzB 0 q : E PČ pB 0 , L, Gqu.
If H˚satisfy the seven axioms of Eilenberg and Steenrod [7, 8] , and B 0 is biLipschitz equivalent to a finite simplicial complex, then from the uniqueness of homology theory [7] , all conditions in the above theorem hold.
Let G be any complete normed abelian group. Let P d pR n ; Gq denote the group of polyhedral chains of dimension d in R n . For any P P P d pR n ; Gq, let MpP q and SizepP q be the mass and the size of P defined by
) .
We put WpP q " inftMpQq`MpRq : P " Q`BRu.
Then W is a norm on P d pR n ; Gq [17, Theorem 2.2]. Let F d pR n ; Gq be the W-completion of P d pR n ; Gq. The elements of F d pR n ; Gq are called flat G-chains [17] . For any T P F d pR n ; Gq, the mass of T is defined by
MpP k q : P k W Ý ÑT, P k P P d pR n ; Gq ) , and the flat size of T is defined by
SizepP m q : P m W Ý ÑT, P m P P d pR n ; Gq
For any Lipschitz mapping f : R n Ñ R n , there is a induced homomorphism f 7 : F d pR n ; Gq Ñ F d pR n ; Gq, see Section 5 in [17] . For any A P F d pR n ; Gq, A is called rectifiable, if for any ε ą 0 there is a Lipschitz mapping f : R n Ñ R n and a polyhedron chain P P P d pR n ; Gq such that MpA´f 7 P q ă ε, we denote by R d pR n ; Gq the collection of all such chains, We define the group of Lipschitz chains and normal chains by L d pR n ; Gq " tf 7 P : P P P d pR n ; Gqu and N d pR n ; Gq " tA P F d pR n ; Gq : NpAq ă 8u,
where NpAq " MpAq`MpBAq. Then we see that R d pR n ; Gq is the M-completion of L d pR n ; Gq, F d pR n ; Gq is the W-completion of L d pR n ; Gq, and we will see that N d pR n ; Gq is the Ncompletion of L d pR n ; Gq. For any S P tN , R, F u, we put S c d pR n ; Gq " tA P S c d pR n ; Gq : sptpAq is compactu.
Theorem 1.2. Let B 0 Ă R n be a compact Lipschitz neighborhood retract set such that H d pB 0 q " 0. Let G be a discrete normed abelian group. Then for any S P tL , N , R, F , N c , R c , F c u and T P S d´1 pB 0 ; Gq with BT " 0 and spt T Ď B 0 , we have that inftSizepSq : BS " T, S P S d pR n ; Gqu " inftH d pEq : E PČ pB 0 , T, Gqu.
(1.1)
We denote by D d pR n q the topological vector space of smooth differential forms of degree d with compact support in R n . The elements of dual D d pR n q are called d-dimensional currents, see [12, 4.1.7] . The mass of a current T P D d pR n q is defined by
MpT q " suptxT, ωy : ω P D d pR n q, }ω} 8 ď 1u.
An d-dimensional locally rectifiable current is a current T P D d pR n q which can be written as
where M is a d-rectifiable set, η : R n Ñ^dR n is locally summable such that for H d Ma.e. ηpxq is a simple d-vector associated with the approximate tangent space of M at x and |ηpxq| is an integer. A rectifiable current is a locally rectifiable current with compact support. A d-dimensional locally integral current is a d-dimensional locally rectifiable current T such that BT is a pd´1q-dimensional locally rectifiable current, an integral current is a locally integral current with compact support, see [12, 4.1.28] . We denote by R loc d pR n q and I loc d pR n q the collections of all d-dimensional locally rectifiable and locally integral currents respectively, and by R d pR n q and I d pR n q the collections of all d-dimensional rectifiable and integral currents respectively. For any T P R loc m pR n q, we define the Hausdorff size of T by
Since R loc d pR n q and R d pR n ; Zq are isometric isomorphic, as a consequence Theorem 1.2, we have that following corollary. Corollary 1.3. Let B 0 Ă R n be a compact Lipschitz neighborhood retraction set such that H d pB 0 q " 0. Then for any S P tI, R, I loc , R loc u, σ P S d´1 pR n q with Bσ " 0 and spt σ Ď B 0 , inftSizepT q : T P S d pR n q, BT " σu " inftH d pEq : E PČ pB 0 , σ, Zqu.
For any S P tI, R, F , Nu and sets B Ď X Ď R n , we put
and define the homology group
Replacing S P tI, R, F , Nu with S P tL , N , R, F u in (1.2), for any complete normed abelian group G, we similarly define the homology groups H S d´1 pX, B; Gq. We see, from [13, Theorem 5.11] and [22, Proposition 3.7] , that H I , H F and H N satisfy the seven axiom of Eilenberg and Steenrod. Then we have the following existence of size minimal integral cycles from the regularity of minimal sets. Proposition 1.4. Let M Ď R 3 be a 2-dimensional compact manifold of class C 1,α without boundary, 0 ă α ď 1. Then for any σ P H I 1 pM q, there exists rT 0 s P H I 2 pR 3 , M q such that rBT 0 s " σ and
SizepT 0 q " inftSizepT q : rT s P H I 2 pR 3 , M q, rBT s " σu. It is still valid if we replace the integral currents homology H I with H N or H R in the above proposition. In fact, R 3 could be replaced by any 3-dimensional C 1,α Riemannian manifold.
Approximation by polyhedrons
For any x P R n , r ą 0, we denote by Upx, rq and Bpx, rq the open and closed ball centered at x with radius r respectively. For any subsets A, B Ď R n , we denote A`B " tx`y : x P A, y P Bu, thus A`Up0, εq is the ε neighborhood of A.
Let P be any convex polyhedron in R n . Suppose H is the smallest affine space which contains P . We denote by rpP q the infimum of the radius of balls in H which contains P , by rpP q the supremum of the radius of balls in H which is contained in P , and define the rotundity of P by RpP q " rpP q{rpP q. Let K be any polyhedral complex in R n . We denote by |K| the realization of K, and put rpKq " maxtrpP q : P P Ku and RpKq " mintRpP q : P P Ku.
For any x P intpP q, we denote by Π P,x the mapping P ztxu Ñ BP defined by Π P,x pyq " tx`tpy´xq : t ě 0u X BP.
Then for H n -a.e. x P p1, 8qˆR n´1 , Ψ x pEq is purely d-unrectifiable, where the mapping Ψ x : r0, 1sˆR n´1 Ñ t0uˆR n´1 is defined by Ψ x pzq " tx`λpz´xq : λ P Ru X t0uˆR n´1 .
Proof. We take any closed ball B Ď p1, 8qˆR n´1 , and will show that for H n -a.e. x P B, Ψ x pEq is purely d-unrectifiable. We put H " t0uˆR n´1 . For any d-plane V Ď H, we denote by V K H the vectors in H which are perpendicular to V . For any vector u P R n zt0u, we denote by P puq the vector space generated by u and V K H , and denote by W the pd`1q-dimensional vector space V`tte : t P Ru, where e " p1, 0,¨¨¨, 0q P R n . We put
We assume B " Bpx 0 , R 0 q. Let χ be a set function given by cpHq " 0 and χpXq " 1 if X ‰ H. Then we get that
Let f v : B Ñ W X BBp0, 1q be the mapping given by f v pxq " W 6 px´vq{}W 6 px´vq}. We see that for any u P W X BBp0, 1q, f´1 v puq " B X pv`P puqq; and if E X pv`P puqq " H,
Since ap J d f v pxq ě 1{}x´v} ě 1{p}x 0´v }`R 0 q ě 1{C 1 for any x P B and v P V XBp0, R 1 q, and by Theorem 3.2.22 in [12] , we see that
χ`E X pv`P puqq˘dH d puq,
Since E is purely unrectifiable, we see that H d pT 6 pEqq " 0 for γ n,d -a.e. T P Gpn, dq, thus
Hence M pBq " 0, and Ψ x pEq is purely unrectifiable for H d -a.e. x P B. 
There exists a constant C " Cpk, dq ą 0 such that for any closed convex polyhedron ∆ of dimension k, H d -measurable set E Ď ∆, and 0 ă β ă 1, we can find a ball B ∆ " Bpx 0 , r 0 q and a set Y ∆ Ď Bpx 0 , r 0 q satisfying that r 0 ě rp∆qRp∆q{4, Bpx 0 , 2r 0 q Ď ∆, H k pY ∆ q ě p1´βqω k r k 0 , and for any x P Y ∆ ,
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that k " n, diamp∆q ď 1 and 0 ă H d pEq ằ
For any x P Bpx 1 , r 0 q, we define the mapping p x : ∆ztxu Ñ R n X BBp0, 1q by
Then
Since there exist a constant C 1 which only depends on k and d such that
Appling the Chebyshev's inequality, we get that The following theorem essentially adopt a theorem of V. Feuvrier, see Théorèm 4.3.17 in [14] or Theorem 3 in [15] , however the original version was proved only for Hausdorff measure, and here we generalize the statement from Hausdorff measure to certain integrands. Theorem 2.5. Let F : R nˆG pn, dq Ñ R, 1 ď ď 0 , be a family of integrands of class Baire 1 and bounded above. Let λ , 1 ď ď 0 , be any positive set function bounded above. Let U Ď R n be an open set. Then there exist constants c 1 ą 0 only depend on n, and constant c 2 ą 0 only depends on n and d, such that for any ε 1 ą 0, ε 2 ą 0, compact set K Ď U , and H d -measurable set X satisfying that H d pX X U q ă 8 and H d`1 pX X U q " 0, we can find a polyhedral complex K and a Lipschitz mapping ϕ : R n Ñ R n satisfying that
(3) ϕpXq X |K| Ď |K d | and |K d |zϕpXq " H for some sub-complex K d with dimpK d q ď d; (4) Φ F ,λ pϕpX X Uď Φ F ,λ pX rec q`ε 2 , where X rec is the d-rectifiable part of X X U ; (5) H d pϕpX X Pď c 2 H d pX X P q for any P P K.
Proof. Since F and λ are bounded above, we assume that F ď b ă 8, and λ ď b ă`8, for any 1 ď ď 0 . We fix a small number ε ą 0, and chose it later. We take compact set K 0 and positive number 0 ă δ 0 ă mintε 1 , 1u such that K Ď K 0 Ď K 0`U p0, δ 0 q Ď U such that
Let tC i u iPI be the family of finite standard dyadic cubes with sidelength 2´k ď p100 ? nq´1δ 0 such that 8C i X K 0 ‰ H, @i P I.
We write X X U " X rec Y X irr , where X rec is d-rectifiable and H d -measurable, X irr is purely d-unrectifiable and H d -measurable. By Lemma 2.4 and the existence of approximate tangent planes almost everywhere for rectifiable set, we get that for H d -a.e. x P X rec , there exist d-plane P x and r ε pxq ą 0 such that Upx, 2r ε pxqq Ď U and for any 0 ă r ă r ε pxq,ˇˇˇΦ
where Cpx, P x , r, εq " tz P Bpx, rq : |z´x| ď ε distpz´x, P x qu, we denote by X ε all of such points x P X rec . Then we see that
is a Vitali covering of X ε . By Vitali covering theorem,we can find a countable family disjoint balls tBpx j , r j qu jPJ such that
Thus we can find finite many disjoint balls tB j " Bpx j , r j qu 1ďjďN such that
Let ψ 1 j : R n Ñ R n be the mapping defined by ψ 1 j pzq " ηp|z´x j |{r j qpP j q 6 pzq`p1´ηp|z´x j |{r j qqz, @z P R n .
It is quite easy to see that Lippψ 1 j | A j YpR n zU jď 4.
Since ψ 1 j | R n zB j " id R n zB j , we can find Lipschitz mapping ψ j : R n Ñ R n such that
3) Indeed, we can take
Let tS j,i u iPI j be a family of finte many dyadic cubes which are parallel to P j and of sidelength 2´k i ď p100
? nq´1εr j and have nonempty intersection with
Applying Théorème 1 in [16] , there is a polyhedron complex K 1 and a constant c 1 " c 1 pnq ą 0 such that K j , 1 ď j ď N , are subcomplexes of K 1 , |K 1 | " O, RpK 1 q ě c 1 , and rpK 1 q ď ? n maxt2´k j : 0 ď j ď N u. For any ∆ P K 1 , we denote ∆ " ∆z Y tβ P K 1 , dimpβq ă dimp∆qu. We denote by K p q the collection of all simplexes ∆ P K 1 such that dimp∆q " and intp∆q X BO " H. We set K " t∆ P K 1 : ∆ X BO " Hu. Then (1) hold for complex K.
We put E " ψpXq. Then E is also H d -measurable. Since ψ is Lipschitz and tx P R n : ψpxq ‰ xu is bounded, we get that ψpXq " ψpXq and
Applying Lemma 2.3 with β " 3{4, there is a constant α 1 " α 1 pn, dq ą 0 such that for any
Since∆zE is open, we can find small open ball U ∆ " Upx ∆ , r x ∆ q such that U ∆ X ∆ Ď ∆zE. By Lipschitz extension theorem, we can find a Lipschitz mapping ϕ 1 : R n Ñ R n such that
Similar to the argument above, there is a constant α 2 " α 2 pn, dq such that, for any ∆ P K pn´1q , we can find
There is also a Lipschitz mapping ϕ 2 : R n Ñ R n such that
By a similar procedure as above, we can find constants α 3 ,¨¨¨, α n´d and Lipschitz mappings ϕ 3 ,¨¨¨, ϕ n´d . Finally, by setting ψ 1 " ϕ n´d˝¨¨¨˝ϕ1 , then the following hold:
where S " t∆ P K : dimp∆q ě d`1u, α " α 1¨¨¨αn´d c´2 dpn´dq 1 , and η 2 " η 1 α. For any ∆ P K pdq , if∆ X ψ 1 pEq ‰ H and∆zψ 1 pEq ‰ H, then we pick a point x ∆ P ∆zψ 1 pEq and a ball U ∆ " Upx ∆ , r x ∆ q such that U ∆ X ψ 1 pEq " H, and denote by S pdq the colloection of all such facest ∆ P K pdq . We let ϕ n´d`1 be a Lipschitz mapping such that
By the construction of ϕ i , 1 ď i ď n´d`1, we may assume that }ϕ i´i d } 8 ď rpK 1 q and }ϕ n´d`1˝ψ1´i d } 8 ď rpK 1 q, we get that }ϕ´id } 8 ď maxtr j : 1 ď j ď N u ď ε 1 , ϕpxq " x for x P R n zO, ϕpOq Ď O. Thus (2) hold for Lipschitz mapping ϕ. Since ψ 1 pE X ∆q Ď YK pdq for any ∆ P S, by the construction ϕ n´d`1 , we get that (3) hold. We put D " YK. Then
we get that H d pψ 1 pD X E irr" 0, and
Thus (4) holds. (5) follows from (2.3) and
Remark 2.6. If 0 " 1, F 1 " 1 and λ 1 " 1, then Φ 1,1 pEq " H d pEq for any d-dimensional set E Ď R n , and the inequality (4) can be write as
Flat G-chains
A subset X Ď R n is called neighborhood retract if there is an open set U Ě X and a continuous mapping ρ : U Ñ X such that ρ| X " id X . If ρ is Lipschitz, then we say that X is Lipschitz neighborhood retract. If U " R n and ρ is Lipschitz, then X is called Lipschitz retract. Let G be a complete abelian group. That is, an abelian group G equipped with a norm |¨| : G Ñ r0, 8q satisfying that
• |´g| " |g| for any g P G;
• |g`h| ď |g|`|h| for any g, h P G;
• |g| ě 0 with equality if and only if g " 0, and which is a complete metric space with respect to the induced metric.
For any A P F m pR n ; Gq, there is a sequence of polyhedron chains P k P P m pR n ; Gq such that WpP k´A q Ñ 0, but WpBP k´B P q ď WpP k´P q, we see that tBP k u is a Cauchy sequence with respect to W, and the limit is defined to be the boundary BA. It is easy to check that the definition of the boundary does not depend on the choice of tP k u.
For any polyhedron chain Q " ř g i σ i P P k pR n ; Gq and any polyhedron ∆ Ď R n , we define Q ∆ " ř g i pσ i X ∆q. By the Carathéodory construction, there is a Radon measure µ Q such that µ Q p∆q " MpQ ∆q. Let A P F k pR n ; Gq be any flat of finite mass. Then there is a sequence of polyhedron chains Q m P P k pR n ; Gq such that Q m W Ý ÑA and MpQ m q Ñ MpAq. With A is associated a Radon measure µ A , which is defined by weak limit of µ Qm . Indeed, µ A is well defined since that does not depend on the choice of polyhedron sequence tQ m u, see Section 4 in [17] . There is also a set function A E with value in F k pR n ; Gq, which extend Q ∆ to any flat chain A of finite mass and with any Borel set E, such that µ A pEq " MpA Eq. We define the Hausdorff size of A to be value
By Proposition 8.2 in [28] , we see that flat size coincide with Hausdorff size in case of finite mass. For any set X Ď R n and S P tL , N , R, F u, we put S m pX; Gq " tA P S m pR n ; Gq : spt A Ď Xu.
3.1 Size optimal deformation theorem Theorem 3.1. Let G be any complete normed abelian group. Let U Ď R n be an open set, K Ď U be a compact set. Let Z Ď R n be a set such that 0 ă H d pZ X U q ă`8 and H d`1 pZ X U q " 0. Then there exist constants c 1 P p0, 1q and c 0 ě 1 only depend on n and d, such that for any 0 ă ε ă 1{10 and flat chain S P F d pR n ; Gq with 0 ă MpSq ă`8 and S Z " S, we can find a polyhedron complex K and a Lipschitz mapping h : IˆR n Ñ R n satisfying that
where ϕ " hpn´d`2,¨q, I " r0, n´d`2s.
Proof. Let µ " µ S be the Radon measure given by µpOq " MpS Oq for any open set O Ď R n . Let X Ď Z be a Boral set such that S X " S and H d pXq " SizepSq. Write X X U " X rec Y X irr , where X rec is d-rectifiable and X irr is purely d-unrectifiable. We will apply Theorem 2.5 with 0 " 1, F 1 " 1, λ 1 " 1 and ε 1 " ε 2 " ε{c 0 ; and finally we will construct the Lipschitz mapping h. Let the complexes K 1 and K, the constant c 1 , and the Lipschitz mapping ϕ be the same as in Theorem 2.5, but we should carefully select the points x ∆ P Y ∆ to make that hold with (5) and (6) . Indeed that will be done in (3.2) .
Let ψ, ϕ i , 1 ď i ď n´d`1, O " |K|, K p q " t∆ P K 1 : dimp∆q " ,∆ X BO " Hu, 0 ď ď n, be the same as in the proof of Theorem 2.5. Define h 0 : r0, 1sˆR n Ñ R n by hpt,¨q " p1´tq id`tψ. By (6.3), (6.4), (6.5) and (6.6) in [17] , we get that For any compact convex polyhedron ∆ Ď R with dimp∆q " ě d`1, let B ∆ and Y ∆ be the same as in Lemma 2.3. Assume that B ∆ " Bpx 1 , r 0 q Ď Bpx 1 , 2r 0 q Ď ∆ Ď Bpx 2 , R 0 q and 2r 0 {R 0 ě Rp∆q{2. We get that for any x P∆ and d ď k ď ,
where C " 2 n maxtCpk, q : d ď k ă ď nu. Similar to Lemma 2.3, by Chebyshev's inequality, we get that
Then we have that H d pY ∆ X Y 1 ∆ q ě ω r 0 {2 ą 0. Together with Lemma 2.2, for any ∆ P Y d`1ď ďn K , we can choose point
such that Π ∆,x ∆ pX irr X ∆q is purely d-unrectifiable. Thus iequalities (3.1) and (2.1) hold with
x " x ∆ and β " 1{4. Similar as in the proof of Theorem 2.5, write E X U " E rec Y E irr , where E " ψpXq. Put S 0 " ψ 7 S and S i " pϕ i q 7 S i´1 , 1 ď i ď n´d`1. Since S X " S, we have that S 0 E " S 0 . Then, by (3.1), we get that
and MpS n´d`1 q ď MpS n´d q. Thus Mpϕ 7 Sq ď c 3 MpSq for some constant c 3 ą 0.
Put ϕ 0 " ψ, and define the mapping h : r0, n´d`2sˆR n Ñ R n as follows:
hp0,¨q " id, hpi,¨q " ϕ i´1˝¨¨¨˝ϕ0 , 1 ď i ď n´d`2;
hpt,¨q " pi`1´tqhpi,¨q`pt´iqhpi`1, tq, i ă t ă i`1, 0 ď i ď n´d`1.
By (6.3) in [17] , we get that (3) hold. Indeed, (1), (2), (4), (7) , (8) directly follow from Theorem 2.5, we are going to prove (5) and (6).
where I i " ri´1, is, τ i ptq " t´i. Hence, by (6.5) in [17] and (3.1), we have that Thus (5) and (6) hold.
Equal infimum
Lemma 3.2. If G is a discrete normed abelian group, by setting a " inft|g| : g P Gzt0uu, we have that MpT q ě aSizepT q for any T P F d pR n ; Gq.
Proof. For any polyhedral d-chain P P P d pR n ; Gq, we can write P " ř i g i σ i such that σ i are interior disjoint, then
Lemma 3.3. Let G be any discrete normed abelian group. Let S P F k pR n ; Gq be any flat with compact support. Then for any ε 2 ą ε 1 ą 0 and a sequence of polyhedron chains P m with P m W Ý ÑS, we can find compact set V , which is a polyhedron, such that spt S`Up0, ε 1 q Ď V Ď spt S`Up0, ε 2 q and P m V W Ý ÑS.
Proof. By the definition of support, we can find polyhedron chain Q m such that Q m Ñ S and spt Q m Ď spt S`Up0, ε 1 q.
Pass to a subsequence, we may assume that ÿ WpP m´Qm q ă 8.
By Lemma 2.1 in [17] , there exists a compact set V , which is a polyhedron and such that spt S`Up0, ε 1 q Ď V Ď spt S`Up0, ε 2 q and ÿ W`pP m´Qm q pR n zV q˘ă 8.
Thus P m pR n zV q´Q m pR n zV q W Ý Ñ0.
However spt Q m Ď intpV q, we have that Q m pR n zV q " 0 and P m pR n zV q W Ý Ñ0.
Thus
Lemma 3.4. Let G be any discrete normed abelian group. For any ε ą 0 and flat chain R P F k pR n ; Gq with compact support, we can find polyhedron chains P m P P k pR n ; Gq such that P m W Ý ÑR, sptpP m q Ď sptpRq`Up0, εq and sptpBP m q Ď sptpBRq`Up0, εq.
Proof. We take polyhedron chains P m such that We get that
Again by Lemma 7.7 in [17] , we can find polyhedron chains T m such that
Then P m´Tm W Ý ÑR and sptpP m´Tm q Ď spt R`Up0, 2ε{5q,
Hence tP m´Tm u is a our desired sequence.
Lemma 3.5. Let G be any discrete normed abelian group. For any flat chain R P F k pR n ; Gq with compact support, we can find polyhedron chains P m P P k pR n ; Gq such that
Proof. First, we will show that, for any polyhedron chains Q m P P k pR n ;
Indeed, if we assume that lim sup mÑ8 distpx, spt Q m q " 2δ ą 0, then pass to a subsequence, we may assume that Bpx, δq X spt Q m " H for m large enough. We take I an open interval such that x P I Ď Upx, δq. Then Q m I " 0 for m large enough, thus Q m I W Ý Ñ0. We put Q 1 m " Q m pR n zIq, then Q 1 m P P k pR n ; Gq and Q 1 m W Ý ÑR, thus R is supported by R n zI. By the definition of sptpRq, we get that I X spt R " H. That is a contradiction, and equality (3.4) holds. We will show that for any ε ą 0 there exists N ε ą 0 such that spt R Ď spt Q m`U p0, εq, @m ě N ε .
(3.5)
Define f m : spt R Ñ R by f m pxq " distpx, spt Q m q. Then Lippf m q ď 1. Since spt R is compact, we get that f m Ñ 0, and (3.5) holds. By Lemma 3.4, there is a sequence of polyhedron chains tR 2 m u Ď P k pR n ; Gq such that
where ε m Ñ 0. Let µ R be the Radon measure defined by µ R pXq " MpR Xq. For any s P R, we put X s " tf ă su, Y s " tf " su, and Λ " ts P p0, 8q : µ R pY s q " 0u. Then H 1 pp0, 8qzΛq " 0. For any s P R, we put B s " BpR X s q´BR, and B s m " BpP m X s q´pBP m q X s . Then for any s P Λ, we have that B s m W Ý ÑB s , sptpB s q Ď Y s , and WpB t´Bs q Ñ 0 as t Ñ s. We consider the functions g, g m : r0, 8q Ñ r0, 8s given by gpsq " MpB s q and g m psq " MpB s m q.
Then g is lower semi-continuous and gpsq ď lim inf mÑ8 g m psq, @s P Λ. Lemma 3.7. Let X Ď R n be a compact Lipschitz neighborhood retract set. Let G be any discrete normed abelian group. Then there exist an ε ą 0 and a constant c ą 0 such that for any S P tL , N , R, F u and σ P S k pX; Gq with Bσ " 0 and Wpσq ă ε, we can find β P S k`1 pX; Gq such that Bβ " σ and Mpβq ď cWpσq. Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume inft}g} : g P G, g ‰ 0u " 1. Since X is Lipschitz neighborhood retract, there exist an open set U Ě X and a Lipschitz mapping ρ :
U Ñ X such that ρ| X " id X . We assume X`Up0, δq Ď U , take ε ď pδ{c 0 q k`1 , and c 0 ą 10n is a constant will be chosen later. For any S P tL , N , Ru and any σ P S k pX; Gq with Bσ " 0 and Wpσq ă ε, applying the deformation theorem [17, Deformation theorem], there exist a constant c 1 " c 1 pn, kq and an ε 1 -cubical grid χ ε 1 with ε 1 ď mintδ{p10nq, Wpσq{Mpσqu, a polyhedral chain Q 1 P P k pR n ; Gq and C P S k`1 pR n ; Gq such that
Since Q 1 P P k pR n ; Gq and BQ 1 " 0, by Lemma 5.4 in [17] , we can find constant c 1 ą 0 and P P P k`1 pR n ; Gq such that BP " Then we see that f is Lipschitz and Lippf q " 1 We take ε 2 " Wpσq 1{pk`1q , and apply Theorem 5.7 in [17] to get that But MpP q ď c 1 WpQ 1 q ď c 1 pWpσq`WpBCqq ď c 1 p1`c 1 qWpσq, sptpBP q " sptpQ 1 q Ď ∆, by setting R s " BpP tf ă suq´Q 1 , we have that R s P P k pR n ; Gq and MpR s q ď c 2 Wpσq k{pk`1q .
Applying the isoperimetric inequality [17, (7.6)] to R s , there is a constant c 2 and a polyhedron chain S P P k`1 pR n ; Gq such that BS " R s , MpSq ď c 2 MpR s q pk`1q{k and sptpSq Ď sptpR s q`Up0, 2nε 3 q, We see that sptpP tf ă suq Ď ∆`Up0, ε 2 q Ď X`Up0, δ{5q and sptpCq Ď X`Up0, δ{5q.
If we take c 0 ą 10n such that c 0 ą 10npc 2 q 1{pk`1q c and sptpSq Ď ∆`Up0, 2nε 3 q Ď X`Up0, δq. We get that σ " ρ 7 σ " B´ρ 7`p P tf ă suq´S`C˘¯, ρ 7 ppP tf ă suq´S`Cq P S k`1 pX; Gq, and
Hence, (3.6) holds for β " ρ 7 ppP tf ă suq´S`Cq and c " Lippρq k`1 c 3 . If S " F , then by the definition of flat norm, there exist S P F k`1 pR n ; Gq such that
Mpσ´BSq`MpSq ă 2Wpσq.
Applying the isoperimetric inequality [17, (7.6) ] to pσ´BSq, there exits T P F k`1 pR n ; Gq such that BT " σ´BS and
MpT q ď c 2 Mppσ´BSqq pk`1q{k ď c 2 p2Wpσqq pk`1q{k .
We take R " S`T . Then BR " σ, MpRq ď c 4 Wpσq ă 8, and by Lemma 3.6, we have that
thus there exists s P p0, ε 2 q such that M`BpR tf ă suq´σ˘ď 1 ε 2 MpRq ď c 4 Wpσq k{pk`1q .
Applying the isoperimetric inequality [17, (7.6) ] to σ´BpR tf ă suq, there is a flat chain A P F k`1 pR n ; Gq such that BA " σ´BpR tf ă suq, sptpAq Ď tf ă su`Up0, 2nε 3 q, and
Wpσq.
Thus σ " BpA`R tf ă suq, and σ " ρ 7 σ " Bρ 7 pA`R tf ă suq,
qWpσq.
Hence, (3.6) holds for β " ρ 7 pA`R tf ă suq and c " Lippρq k`1 pc 4`c pk`1q{k 4 q.
Lemma 3.8. If X Ă R n is a compact Lipschitz neighborhood retract, T P F k pX; Gq is flat k-chain such that BT P L k´1 pX; Gq, then we can find a sequence of Lipschitz chains tT m u mě1 such that BT m " BT and WpT´T m q Ñ 0.
Proof. Since X is Lipschitz neighborhood retract, we can find an open set U Ě X and a Lipschitz mapping ρ : U Ñ X such that ρ| X " id X . Applying Lemma 3.5 to T P F k pX; Gq, we can find polyhedron chains P m P P k pR n ; Gq such that P m Then WpBT´BT 1 m q ď WpT´T 1 m q Ñ 0. Applying Lemma 3.7, for m large enough, we can find S m P L k pX; Gq such that BT´BT 1 m " BS m and MpS m q Ñ 0. We now take T m " T 1 m`S m , then we have that BT m " BT , T m P L k pX; Gq and
Lemma 3.9. For any S P tN , R, F u and T P S c d´1 pR n ; Gq with BT " 0, we have that inf tSizepSq : BS " T, S P S d pR n ; Gqu " inf tSizepSq : BS " T, S P S c d pR n ; Gqu
Proof. We claim for any Lipschitz mapping ϕ : R n Ñ R n and R P F k pR n ; Gq, we have that Let us tend to prove the lemma. We assume spt T Ď Bp0, R 0 q for some R 0 ą 0. We consider the mapping ϕ : R n Ñ R n given by ϕpxq "
We see that ϕ is Lipschitz with Lippϕq " 1. For any S P S pR n ; Gq with BS " T , we have that Bϕ 7 S " ϕ 7 pBSq " ϕ 7 T " T and Sizepϕ 7 Sq ď SizepSq. Thus inftSizepSq : BS " T, S P S d pR n ; Gqu ě inftSizepSq : BS " T, S P S c d pR n ; Gqu.
The reverse inequality is clear, so we get that the equality.
Lemma 3.10. If G is discrete, then for any S P tL , N , Ru and T P S d´1 pR n ; Gq satisfying that BT " 0 and spt T is compact, we have that inf tSizepSq : BS " T, S P S d pR n ; Gqu " inf tSizepSq : BS " T, S P F d pR n ; Gqu
Proof. If T P S d´1 pR n ; Gq, we let S by any flat d-chain of compact support with BS " T , suppose that sptpSq is contained in a large ball Up0, rq, then we can find a sequence of chains tS 1 m u mě1 Ď S d pX; Gq with sptpS 1 m q Ď Bp0, r`1q such that WpS 1 m´S q Ñ 0 and SizepSq " lim mÑ8 SizepS 1 m q.
Since WpBS 1 m´B Sq ď WpS 1 m´S q Ñ 0, and BS 1 m´B S " BS 1 m´T P S d´1 pR n ; Gq, by Lemma 3.7, we can find chains W m P S d pBp0, r`1q; Gq such that BS 1 m´B S " BW m and MpW m q ď cWpBS 1 m´B Sq ď cWpS 1 m´S q. Since G is a discrete abelian group, we set a :" inft|g| : g P Gu ą 0, then by lemma 3.2, we have
MpW m q ě aSizepW m q, thus SizepW m q Ñ 0. We now put S m " S 1 m´W m , then tS m u m is a sequence of chains in S d pR n ; Gq such that BpS m q " T and WpS m´S q Ñ 0, thus And we get that inf tSizepSq : BS " T, S P F d pR n ; Gqu " inf tSizepSq : BS " T, S P S d pR n ; Gqu .
Lemma 3.11. Let G be a discrete normed abelian group. Suppose that S P tL , N , R, F u and T, T 1 P S d´1 pR n ; Gq. If R P S d pR n ; Gq satisfying that T´T 1 " BR, then we have that | inftSizepSq : S P S d pR n , Gq, BS " T u´inftSizepSq : S P S d pR n , Gq, BS " T 1 u| ď SizepRq.
Proof. For convenience, we put α " inftSizepSq : S P S d pR n , Gq, BS " T u, α 1 " inftSizepSq : S P S d pR n , Gq, BS " T 1 u.
We take two sequences tS m u, tS 1 m u Ď S d pR n ; Gq such that BS m " T, BS 1 m " T 1 , SizepS m q Ñ α and SizepS 1 m q Ñ α 1 . Then BpS m´R q " T 1 and BpS 1 m`R q " T , thus α ď SizepS 1 m`R q ď SizepS 1 m q`SizepRq, α 1 ď SizepS m´R q ď SizepS m q`SizepRq, and α ď α 1`S izepRq, α 1 ď α`SizepRq.
Lemma 3.12. Let G be any discrete normed abelian group, and A P R d pR n ; Gq be any rectifiable chain with compact support such that H d`1 pspt Aq " 0. Then there is a sequence of polyhedron chains tP m u and a constant C " Cpn, dq ą 0 such that for any ε ą 0,
7)
and for any compact set K Ď R n ,
Proof. Take Borel set X Ď spt A such that A X " A and H d pXq " SizepAq. Assume that spt A Ď Bp0, rq. Applying Theorem 3.1 with S " A and K " Bp0, rq, for any δ ą 0, there is a Lipschitz mapping h : r0, 1sˆR n Ñ R n such that }hpt,¨q´id } 8 ď δ, hp1,¨q 7 A P P d pR n ; Gq,
A " hp1,¨q 7 A`h 7 pr0, 1sˆBAq`Bh 7 pr0, 1sˆAq, and Sizephp1,¨q 7 Aq ď SizepAq`δ.
For δ " 2´m, we take P m " hp1,¨q 7 A, then (3.7) and (3.8) hold.
Proposition 3.13. Let B 0 Ă R n be a compact Lipschitz neighborhood retract set such that H d pB 0 q " 0. Let G be a discrete normed abelian group. Then for any S P tL , N , R, F u and T P S d´1 pB 0 ; Gq with BT " 0, we have that inftSizepSq : BS " T, S P S d pR n ; Gqu " inftH d pEq : E P C S pB 0 , T, Gqu. Proof. For any E P C S pB 0 , T, Gq, there exists S P S d pE; Gq such that BS " T , thus
SizepSq ď H d psptpSqq ď H d pEq, and inf tSizepSq : BS " T, S P S d pR n ; Gqu ď inftH d pEq : E P C S pB 0 , T, Gqu.
We now turn to prove the reverse inequalities. That is, for any S P S d pR n ; Gq with BS " T , we will show that SizepSq ě inftH d pEq : E P C S pB 0 , T, Gqu.
Since B 0 is compact Lipschitz neighborhood retract, there is an open set U Ě B 0 and a Lipschitz mapping ρ : U Ñ B 0 such that ρ| B 0 " id B 0 . For any ε ą 0, we let ψ ε : R n Ñ R n be a Lipschitz extension of mapping ϕ ε defined by
x, x P R n zB 0`U p0, 2εq, ρpxq, x P B 0`B p0, εq.
Since Lippϕ ε q ď 2`Lippρq, we can assume Lippψ ε q " Lippϕ ε q ď 2`Lippρq.
IfS " L , T P L d´1 pR n ; Gq, sptpT q Ď B 0 , BT " 0. For any S P L d pR n ; Gq with BS " T , by Lemma 3.12, there is a sequence P m P P d pR n ; Gq such that (3.7) and (3.8) hold. We put W m " S´P m . Then S " P m`Wm , spt BW m Ď B 0`U p0, εq for m large enough, and E m " B 0 Yspt P m Yspt W m spans T , i.e. E m P C L pB 0 , T, Gq. Thus ψ ε pE m q P C L pB 0 , T, Gq, and ψ ε pE m q " B 0 Y ψ ε pspt P m q.
Setting U ε " B 0`U p0, 2εq, we get that ψ ε psptpP m qzU ε q " sptpP m qzU ε and
Let ν be the Radon measure given by νpU q " SizepS U q. Then we see that νpB 0 q " 0, since H d pB 0 q " 0. So we get that Thus the euqality (3.9) holds for S " L . If S P tN , R, F u, by Lemma 3.8, we can find tT m u Ď L d´1 pB 0 ; Gq such that BT m " 0 and WpT´T m q Ñ 0. By Lemma 3.7, we can find tR m u Ď S d pB 0 ; Gq such that T´T m " BR m and MpR m q ď cWpT´T m q Ñ 0. By Lemma 3.2, we get that SizepR m q Ñ 0. By Lemma 3.10, we get that inftSizepSq : BS " T m , S P S d pR n ; Gqu " inftSizepSq : BS " T m , S P L d pR n ; Gqu
By Lemma 3.11, we have that inftSizepSq : BS " T m , S P S d pR n ; Gqu ď inftSizepSq : BS " T, S P S d pR n ; Gqu`SizepR m q.
We get that inftSizepSq : BS " T, S P S d pR n ; Gqu ě inftH d pEq : E P C S pB 0 , T, Gqu.
For any closed sets Y Ď X Ď R n , complete normed abelian group G, and S P tL , N , R, F u, we put Z S d pX, Y ; Gq " tT P S d pX; Gq, spt BT Ď Y u. Proposition 3.14. Let B 0 Ă R n be a compact Lipschitz neighborhood retract set. Let G be a discrete normed abelian group. Then for any σ P H N d´1 pB 0 ; Gq, we have that inftSizepSq : S P Z N d pR n , B 0 ; Gq, rBT s " σu " inftSizepS pR n zB 0: S P Z N d pR n , B 0 ; Gq, rBT s " σu " inftH d pEzB 0 q : E P C N pB 0 , σ, Gqu.
(3.10)
For any E P C N pB 0 , σ, Gq, there exists S P N d pE; Gq such that rBSs " σ, thus
For any 0 ă ε ă δ 0 {2, we let ρ ε : R n Ñ R n be a Lipschitz extension of mapping ρ 1 ε which is given by
Suppose that Lippρ ε q " Lippρ 1 ε q ď 2`Lippρq. For any R P N d pR n ; Gq with spt BR Ď B 0 , by Theorem 5.7 in [17] , we get that for H 1 -a.e. s P p0, εq, R tf ą su P N d pR n ; Gq and spt BpR tf ą suq Ď tf " su.
Since sptpR´R tf ą suq Ď tf ď su, we get that pρ ε q 7 R´pρ ε q 7 pR tf ą suq P N d pB 0 ; Gq.
Thus pρ ε q 7 pR tf ą suq P Z N d pR n , B 0 ; Gq and rBpρ ε q 7 pR tf ą suqs " rBRs " σ.
We see that
Sizeppρ ε q 7 pR tf ą suqq ď Lippρ ε q d SizepR ts ď f ď 2εuq`SizepR tf ą 2εuq, and inftSizepSq : S P Z N d pR n , B 0 ; Gq, rBSs " σu ď p2`Lippρqq d SizepR ts ď f ď 2εuq`SizepR tf ą 2εuq, let ε tend to 0, we will get that the first equality in (3.10) holds. Therefore inftSizepSq : S P Z N d pR n , B 0 ; Gq, rBSs " σu ď inftH d pEzB 0 q : E P C N pB 0 , σ, Gqu.
For any S P Z N d pR n , B 0 ; Gq with rBSs " σ, by Theorem 3.1, there is a Lipschitz mapping h such that hpt, xq " x for x P B 0 , 0 ď t ď n´d`2, ϕ 7 S " S`Bh 7 pIˆSq`h 7 pIˆBSq, where ϕ " hpn´d`2,¨q. Since spt BS Ď B 0 , we get that Bϕ 7 S " ϕ 7 pBSq " BS, thus spt ϕ 7 S P C N pB 0 , σ, Gq. Thus ρ ε pspt ϕ 7 Sq P C N pB 0 , σ, Gq, and
Let ε tend to 0, we will get that
Currents
Let P d pR n q be the group of integral polyhedron chains in R n defined in [12, 4.1.22] . It is clear that pP d pR n q, Mq and pP d pR n ; Zq, Mq are natural isometrically isomorphic, thus by definition, pL d pR n q, Mq and pL d pR n ; Zq, Mq are natural isometrically isomorphic. And the natural isometric isomorphism commute with the boundary operator B and any induced homomorphism f 7 for Lipschitz mappings f . We let F loc d pR n q " tR`BS : R P R loc d pR n q, S P R loc d`1 pR n qu, and call d-dimensional locally integral flat chains the elements of F loc d pR n q. A d-dimensional integral flat chain is a d-dimensional locally integral flat chain with compact support, and denote by F d pR n q the collection of all integral flat chains. For any T P I loc d pR n q, we set NpT q " MpT q`MpBT q, and for any T P F loc d pR n q, we set
WpT q " inftMpRq`MpSq : T " R`BS, R P R loc d pR n q, S P R loc d`1 pR n qu. Proof. We denote by ˚: L˚pR n q Ñ L˚pR n ; Zq the natural isometric isomorphism. By Theorem [12, 4.1.28] , for any T P R loc d pR n q, and any ε ą 0, we can find Lipschitz mapping f : R n Ñ R n and P P P d pR n q such that MpT´f 7 P q ă ε, thus we can find a sequence tT m u Ď L d pR n q such that T m M Ý ÑT . Then t d pT m qu Ď L d pR n ; Zq is a Cauchy sequence for mass, so it is also a Cauchy sequence for flat norm, and it converges to a flat chain, saying R d pT q. Then
MpT m q ă 8, and applying Theorem 4.1 in [27] , we get that R d pT q P R d pR n ; Zq. Let us check that R d pT q does not depend on the choice of the sequence tT m u. Indeed, if tT 1 m u is an another Lipschitz chains which converges to T in mass, then MpT´T 1 m q Ñ 0. Thus
we get so that t d pT m qu and t d pT 1 m qu converge to a same limit. Hence, the mapping R d : R loc d pR n q Ñ R d pR n ; Zq is well defined. We claim that By Theorem 4.1 in [27] , we get that R d pR n ; Gq " tT P F d pR n ; Gq : MpT q ă 8u in case that G is discrete. Thus N d pR n ; Zq " tT P R d pR n ; Zq : BT P R d´1 pR n ; Zqu. Since I loc d pR n q " tT P R loc d pR n q : BT P R loc d´1 pR n qu, as a consequence of Lemma 4.1, we get the following corollary. For any T P F d pR n ; Gq, there exist R P F d pR n ; Gq and S P F d`1 pR n ; Gq such that MpRq`MpSq ă 2WpT q ă 8. Combine this with Theorem 4.1 in [27] , we get that F d pR n ; Gq " tR`BS : R P R d pR n ; Gq, S P R d`1 pR n ; Gqu, in case G is discrete. Hence, from Lemma 4.1, we get the following consequence. Proof. Let ˚: L˚pR n q Ñ L˚pR n ; Zq and R : R loc pR n q Ñ R˚pR n ; Zq be the same as in Lemma 4.1. For any T P F loc d pR n q, there exist R P R loc d pR n q and S P R loc d`1 pR n q such that T " R`BS, we put h d pT q " R d pRq`Bp R d`1 pSqq. We will show that h d : F loc d pR n q Ñ F d pR n ; Zq is well defined, that is, which does not depend on the decomposition T " R`BS. Indeed, if there exist R 1 P R loc d pR n q, S 1 P R loc d`1 pR n q such that T " R 1`B S 1 , then we get that R´R 1`B S´BS 1 " 0, thus
If h d pT q " 0 for some T P F loc d pR n q, writing T " R`BS, then we get that
and Bp R d`1 pSqq "´ R d pRq P R d pR n ; Zq, thus R d`1 pSq P N d`1 pR n , Zq, hence S P I loc d`1 pR n q and Bp R d`1 pSqq " R d pBSq. Therefore, R d pR`BSq " R d pRq` R d pBSq " 0, and R`BS " 0, we get that h d is a monomorphism.
Let us go to prove that h d is an epimorphism. For each A P F d pR n ; Zq, there exists B P R d pR n ; Zq, C P R d`1 pR n , Zq such that A " B`BC. We put B 1 " p R d q´1pRq and C 1 " p R d`1 q´1pSq, then B 1 P R loc d pR n q and C 1 P R loc d`1 pR n q. We put A 1 " B 1`B C 1 , then A 1 P F loc d pR n q and h d pA 1 q " A. Now, we check that h d is an isometry. For any T P F loc d pR n q, if T " R`BS, R P R loc d pR n q and S P R loc d`1 pR n q, then we have that h d pT q " R d pRq`B R d`1 pSq, and
Conversely, for any T 1 P F d pR n ; Zq, if T 1 " R 1`B S 1 , R 1 P F d pR n ; Zq and S 1 P F d`1 pR n ; Zq, then we see that R " p R d q´1pR 1 q P F loc d pR n q and S " p R d`1 q´1pR 1 q P F loc d`1 pR n q, and that h d pR`BSq " T 1 . We get that Proof. Since ρ| X " id X , we have that ρ| V˝iX,V " id X , thus
hence H˚pi X,V q and H 1˚p i X,V q are monomorphism, H˚pρ| V q and H 1˚p ρ| V q are epimorphism.
Since
We now consider the homomorphism
But h V is an isomorphism and H 1˚p ρ| V q is an epimorphism, we get that h X is also an epimorphism. Similarly, we have that
Since h V is an isomorphism, H 1˚p i X,V q and H˚pi X,V q are monomorphism, we get that h X is a monomorphism. Proof. It is clear there is a natural homomorphism v˚: H s p¨; Gq ÑȞ˚p¨; Gq, which is commute with any induced homomorphism f˚, see for example [18] . We assume that U Ě X is an open set, ρ : U Ñ X is a retraction, and take V a closed set which is a union of finite number of polyhedra, and satisfies that X Ď V Ď U . Then we have that the natural homomorphism v V : H s pV ; Gq ÑȞ˚pV ; Gq is an isomorphism, and v V˝Hs pi X,V˝ρ | V q "Ȟ˚pi X,V˝ρ | V q˝v V . Thus v X "Ȟ˚pρ| V q˝v V˝Hs pi X,V q, and by Proposition 5.1, we get that v X : H s pX; Gq ÑȞ˚pX; Gq is an isomorphism. Proof. For any set Y Ď R n and S P tN , R, F u, we see that
We will show that h X is an isomorphism. Indeed, for any T 1 , Hence, h X is an epimorphism, and we get that h X is an isomorphism. For any Y Ď R n , we denote by C˚pY ; Gq the group of singular chains, then L˚pX; Gq Ď C˚pY ; Gq, so there is a natural homomorphism ϕ V : H L pV ; Gq Ñ H s pV ; Gq. Since X is Lipschitz neighborhood retract, we can find open set U Ě X and Lipschitz mapping ρ : U Ñ X such that ρ| X " id X . We take a closed set V which is a union of finite number of polyhedra and satisfies that X Ď V Ď U . Then, by Proposition 1.3 in [29] , we see that the natural homomorphism ϕ V : H L pV ; Gq Ñ H s pV ; Gq is an isomorphism. It is easy to see that, for any Lipschitz mapping f : Y Ñ Z, we have that ϕ Z˝H L pf q " H s pf q˝ϕ X . By an analogous argument as in the proof of Corollary 5.2, we may get that ϕ X is an isomorphism. Then v X˝ϕ X˝p h S X q´1 : H S pX; Gq ÑȞ˚pX; Gq is an isomorphism.
Infimum of Plateau's problem
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We assume 0 ă a ď F px, πq ď b ă`8 for any px, πq P R nˆG pn, dq. Let U 0 be a neighborhood of B 0 , and define ρ : U 0 Ñ B 0 be a Lipschitz retraction. We take ε ą 0 such that B 0`U p0, 10εq Ď U 0 , and take B ε to be a union of finite number of polyhedra such that B 0`U p0, 2εq Ď B ε Ď B 0`U p0, 3εq.
For any E P C H pB 0 , L, Gq, we choose R 0 large enough such that E Ď Bp0, R 0´1 q. Applying Theorem 2.5 with ε 1 " ε 2 " ε, U " Up0, R 0 qzB 0 , X " E, K " Bp0, R 01 qzpB 0`U p0, εq, we get a Lipschitz mapping ϕ ε : R n Ñ R n such that (1), (2), (3) and (4) hold. We put E ε " ϕ ε pEq, and O ε " Bp0, R 0 qzpB 0`U p0, 4εqq. Letψ ε : R n Ñ R n be a Lipschitz extension of ψ ε with Lippψ ε q " Lippψ ε q, where ψ ε : O ε Y B ε Ñ R n is defined by
x, x P O ε , ρpxq, x P B ε .
For each x P O ε , y P B ε , we choose y 0 P B 0 , such that|y´y 0 | " distpy, B 0 q ď 3ε, then we have |ψ ε pxq´ψ ε pyq| " |x´ρpyq| ď |x´y|`|y´y 0 |`|y 0´ρ pyq| ď |x´y|`3ε`3 Lippρqε ď |x´y|`3p1`Lippρqq |x´y| ď p4`3 Lippρqq |x´y| .
Thus Lippψ ε q ď 4`3 Lippρqq.
We will show that B ε Y E ε spans L in Homology H˚, indeed, define the inclusion mappins
Since ϕ ε is homotopic to identity, we can get i 2˝ϕε˝i1 is homotopic to i B 0 ,BεYEε , thus
H˚pi 2˝ϕε˝i1 q " H˚pi B 0 ,BεYEε q, and we get that B ε Y E ε P C H pB 0 , L, Gq.
Since B ε Y E ε is a union of finite number of polyhedra, we have that B ε Y E ε PČ pB 0 , L, Gq.
Sinceψ ε | B 0 " ρ| B 0 " id B 0 , we have thatψ ε˝iB 0 ,BεYEε " i B 0 ,ψεpBεYEεq , and
H˚pψ ε˝iB 0 ,BεYEε q " H˚pi B 0 ,ψεpBεYEεq q, thusψ ε pB ε Y E ε q PČ pB 0 , L, Gq. Since B ε Y E ε " pE ε X O ε q Y ppB ε Y E ε qzO ε q and ψ ε ppB ε Y E ε qzO ε q "ψ ε pB ε q Yψ ε pE ε zO ε q " B 0 Yψ ε pE ε zO ε q "ψ ε pE ε zO ε q,
where C 2 " bC¨p4`3 Lippρqq d and C is the constant in Theorem 2.5. But we see that H d pE X pB 0`U p0, 5εqqzB 0 q Ñ 0 as ε Ñ 0, we get so that inftΦ F pEzB 0 q : E PČ pB 0 , G, Lqu ď inftΦ F pEzB 0 q : E P C H pB 0 , G, Lqu.
By a similar argument as above, we will obtain the reverse inequality inftΦ F pEzB 0 q : E P C H pB 0 , G, Lqu ď inftΦ F pEzB 0 q : E PČ pB 0 , G, Lqu.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. By Lemma 3.9, we will need to consider the case S P tL , N , R, F u. By Proposition 3.13, we get that inftSizepSq : BS " T, S P S d pR n ; Gqu " inftH d pEq : E P C S pB 0 , T, Gqu.
By Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 5.3, we get that inftH d pEq : E P C S pB 0 , T, Gqu " inftH d pEq : E PČ pB 0 , T, Gqu.
Thus (1.1) holds. Corollary 6.1. Let B 0 Ă R n be a compact C 1,α submanifold of dimension d´1 without boundary, 0 ă α ď 1. Suppose that L is a subgroup ofȞ d´1 pB 0 ; Zq, E is aČech minimizer. If Θ d E pxq " 1{2 for any x P B 0 , then E is a minimizer with the singular homology boundary conditions, and H d pEq " inftSizepT q : T P I d pR n q, rBT s P Lu. (6.1)
Proof. Put U " R n zB 0 . Then E X U is minimal in U . By Theorem 16.1 in [4] , for any x P E X U , there is a ball Upx, rq such that E X Upx, rq is locally biHölder equivalent to a minimal cone in R n at x. By the Allard-type boundary regularity theorem [1, 3] , we get that for any x P B 0 , there is a ball Upx, rq such that E X Upx, rq is C 1,γ equivalent to a half d-plane.
Thus E is local Hölder neighborhood retract. That is, there is an open set U with E Ď U , and Hölder mapping ρ : U Ñ E such that ρ| E " id E . Let E m be a minimizing sequence under the singular homology conditions such that E m converges to E in Hausdorff distance, then E m Ď U for m large enough, thus ρpE m q Ď E, and ρpE m q are minimizers. Equality (6.1) is easily follows from Corollary 1.3.
Proof of Proposition 1.4. Put U " R n zB 0 . By Proposition 3.14,
inftSizepT q : rT s P H I 2 pR 3 ; M q, rBT s " σu " inftH 2 pEzB 0 q : E PČ pB 0 , T, Zqu.
We take a sequence of compact sets tE m u ĎČ pB 0 , T, Zq such that E m d H Ý ÑE PČ pB 0 , T, Zq, H d pEzB 0 q " lim mÑ8 H d pE m zB 0 q " inftH 2 pEzB 0 q : E PČ pB 0 , T, Zqu, and there exists T m P I 2 pR 3 q satisfying T m E m " T m and rBT m s " σ. E is aČech minimizer, thus E XU is minimal in U . By Jean Taylor's regularity theorem [26] , we get that at every point x P E X U , E X U is locally C 1,γ diffeomorphic to a minimal cone in R 3 . By Theorem 1.2 in [10] , we get that at every point x P E X B 0 , E is locally C 1,γ diffeomorphic to a minimal cone in the half space. Hence, E is local Lipschitz neighborhood retract, and E admit a minimizer on it.
